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Abstract

The processes of genome expression, regulation, and repair require direct
interactions between proteins and DNA at specific sites located at and near
single-stranded–double-stranded DNA (ssDNA–dsDNA) junctions. Here,
we review the application of recently developed spectroscopic methods
and analyses that combine linear absorbance and circular dichroism spec-
troscopy with nonlinear 2D fluorescence spectroscopy to study the local
conformations and conformational disorder of the sugar-phosphate back-
bones of ssDNA–dsDNA fork constructs that have been internally labeled
with exciton-coupled cyanine (iCy3)2 dimer probes.With the application of
these methods, the (iCy3)2 dimer can serve as a reliable probe of the mean
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local conformations and conformational distributions of the sugar-phosphate backbones of
dsDNA at various critical positions. The results of our studies suggest a possible structural frame-
work for understanding the roles of DNA breathing in driving the processes of protein–DNA
complex assembly and function.

1. INTRODUCTION

Chemically driven biological processes are often described in terms of site-specific macromolecu-
lar interactions (1–3). In this review, we discuss recently developed spectroscopic methods and
analyses that utilize the unique optical properties of exciton-coupled dimer probes to reveal
detailed structural information about site-specific interactions within DNA and protein–DNA
complexes. Among the most biologically significant protein–DNA interactions are those that
guide the assembly and expression of the DNA genome (4). The interlocked processes that
carry out these functions include DNA replication, recombination, and repair and DNA-directed
RNA transcription. All these reactions involve (a) the replication of both strands of the pa-
ternal DNA duplex genome from its constituent single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) templates to
produce two daughter duplex genomes of identical sequence; (b) processes that carry out DNA
proofreading and repair activities when replication goes astray (because,while the initial template-
directed synthesis of chromosomes proceeds with very high accuracy, thermodynamics requires
that such processes cannot be completed with perfect fidelity); and (c) the copying of specific DNA
sequences into messenger RNA sequences (transcription) that code for proteins (translation). In
the following sections, we illustrate approaches to understanding the molecular mechanisms of
these processes by applying these methodologies to study site-specific protein–DNA interactions
within the replication complex (replisome) of the bacteriophage T4, which is the simplest or-
ganism that uses the replication components (subassemblies) that are also used for replication by
essentially all higher organisms, from bacteria to humans.Thus, the T4 replisome,which is devoid
of many of the regulatory complications that control the replication systems of higher organisms,
provides an excellent model system to study the core functions of DNA synthesis.

1.1. The T4 DNA Replisome as a Model System for the Study of Protein–DNA
Assembly and Interaction Mechanisms

The T4 bacteriophage replisome is a multisubunit complex whose individual protein components
act in concert (i.e., cooperatively) to carry out the complex biochemical reactions of template-
directed DNA synthesis. Figure 1a illustrates the molecular functions of the T4 replisome in
the elongation phase of template-driven DNA synthesis (5). The core functional elements of the
replisome compose three protein–DNA subassemblies: (a) The primase–helicase (primosome)
complex utilizes the chemical free energy of ATP hydrolysis to drive the controlled opening
of the native DNA duplex to expose the ssDNA template strands. (b) The ssDNA template
strands are used by the DNA polymerases of the replication elongation complex to catalyze
the template-directed DNA synthesis of the two complementary nascent daughter strands from
free nucleotide triphosphate precursors present in solution. (c) The processivity clamps and
clamp–loader complexes, by tethering (and untethering) the DNA polymerases to and from
the template ssDNA strands, control the processivity1 of the DNA replication process in both

1The processivity of the DNA polymerase is defined as the number of nucleotide residues added to the nascent
chain per polymerase binding event. Under physiological conditions, and in the absence of the clamp, the
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Schematic views of the T4 bacteriophage DNA replication complex with (a) and without (b) its protein
components. Figure adapted from Reference 5.

polymerase adds only approximately one nucleotide residue to either nascent strand before dissociating, and
when the clamp is loaded onto the polymerase the latter becomes essentially fully processive; that is, it synthe-
sizes to the end of the template strand in leading-strand synthesis or until it encounters the 5′-end of another
nascent DNA strand in lagging-strand synthesis (for context, see Figure 1a).
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leading- and lagging-strand DNA synthesis. The global conformation of the replisome in its
elongation phase, shown in Figure 1a, is often referred to as the trombone model, reflecting
the growing loop structure of the lagging-strand fragments (6, 7). The trombone model was
first proposed by Alberts (6) to explain topologically how the synthesis of the two nascent strands
can proceed in synchrony in the same direction along the DNA duplex, even though, as enzymes,
the polymerases can catalyze synthesis only in the 5′ to 3′ direction of the (chemically) antiparallel
complementary template strands of the parental DNA duplex.

Thus, the shape of the replisome permits synthesis of the two nascent strands to proceed
simultaneously in opposite (chemical) directions while allowing the overall replication process
to proceed within a single functional complex. However, as a consequence (and as pointed out
above), the processivity of leading- and lagging-strandDNA synthesismust differ,with the nascent
leading strand being synthesized continuously whereas synthesis on the lagging strand must be
discontinuous and involves both different processivity controls and periodic (RNA-primed) reini-
tiation of the synthesis of the shorter DNA (so-called Okazaki) fragments required to make
lagging-strandDNA synthesis work (8) (seeFigure 1a).The ssDNA-binding proteins (also shown
in Figure 1a) manipulate the conformations of the ssDNA templates into their optimal con-
figurations for synthesis, protect them from cleavage by single-strand-specific DNA nucleases,
and integrate, in coordination with additional regulatory proteins, the interactions of the three
functional subassemblies of the T4 replisome described above (9, 10).

During DNA replication in the elongation phase, individual protein components of the repli-
some form quasi-stable subassemblies, which are bound to the framework of the DNA scaffold at
key positions. For example, the polymerase subassemblies are bound to the leading- and lagging-
strand primer–template DNA junctions, where they catalyze the individual steps of nucleotide
addition. Similarly, the helicase–primase (primosome) subassembly is bound at the moving repli-
cation fork junction of the elongation–replication complex to catalyze the sequential unwinding
steps of the genomic double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) ahead of the polymerases while synthe-
sizing the pentameric RNA primers that are needed to reinitiate lagging-strand DNA synthesis
at the ends of completed lagging-strand ssDNA (Okazaki) fragments. While exposed in single-
stranded form the ssDNA templates are coated by cooperatively bound ssDNA-binding proteins
that function to integrate the activities of the spatially separated replication subassemblies.

The nucleic acid framework shown in Figure 1b is the same as that in Figure 1a, except
the protein components have been removed to reveal the underlying ssDNA–dsDNA forks and
primer–template junctions to which the individual protein subassemblies bind during the var-
ious processes of DNA replication, as well as during DNA recombination and repair and RNA
transcription. Because the replication subassemblies must function independently of the local base
sequence or composition of the DNA, their binding affinities and interactions with the DNA scaf-
fold cannot be base sequence specific but must depend only on the local secondary structures of
the bases, base pairs, and sugar-phosphate backbones at the various ssDNA–dsDNA binding site
junctions.Thus, this system is well suited for study by exciton-coupled dimer probe spectroscopies
that sense primarily local DNA backbone conformations.

1.2. Site-Specific Free Energy Landscape Descriptions of the Assembly
of Protein–DNA Complexes

To obtain molecular level insights into the assembly and functional mechanisms of multicompo-
nent complexes such as the T4 DNA replisome, one must identify key features of the underlying
macromolecular interactions. A useful concept for this purpose is the free energy landscape, which
describes variations in the stability of protein and nucleic acid components at a specific interac-
tion site and as a function of relevant chemical reaction coordinates. In Figure 2, we present a
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Hypothetical free energy surface for the successive assembly steps of the T4 helicase–primase (primosome)–DNA fork subassembly as
monitored by (iCy3)2 dimer backbone probes (indicated by yellow ovals). Successive reaction steps are indicated by gray, purple, and
green 2D cross sections of the multidimensional free energy surface. Figure adapted from References 11, 12. Abbreviation: (iCy3)2,
internally labeled exciton-coupled cyanine.

hypothetical free energy surface for the cooperative assembly steps of the T4 helicase–primase–
DNA fork complex. This picture illustrates the postulated role of DNA “breathing” at a specific
site near the ssDNA–dsDNA fork junction where the helicase and primase must preferentially
bind and assemble in a defined temporal sequence. In the absence of proteins, the sugar-phosphate
backbones at a specific position near the ssDNA–dsDNA fork junction may fluctuate between a
stable protein–nucleic acid conformation that does not favor functional helicase loading onto the
replication fork and an unstable conformation that favors such loading.The association of a weakly
bound helicase with the subsequent formation of a stable and fully functional helicase–primosome
complex is represented as a series of successive surface crossing events.2

2Note that the cross-sectional components of the free energy landscape indicated in Figure 2 are not to be
confused with Born–Oppenheimer excited electronic potential energy surfaces between which relatively fast
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The free energy landscape picture emphasizes the central role of local structural fluctuations
(i.e., DNA breathing) of the ssDNA–dsDNA fork junction in the cooperative protein–DNA as-
sembly process. In the example shown in Figure 2, we focus on the local fluctuations of the
sugar-phosphate backbones at key sites relative to the ssDNA–dsDNA fork junction at which func-
tional protein–DNA interactions occur that are essentially independent of DNA base sequence.
In contrast, conformational fluctuations of the DNA bases (e.g., base stacking and unstacking)
direct protein–DNA interactions involved in the recognition of specific DNA base sequences,
such as the binding of a transcription factor to a promoter site, where initiation of the transcrip-
tion of a specific gene occurs. Points on the free energy surface corresponding to free energy
minima and maxima define the local conformations of stable macrostates and unstable transition
states, respectively, that lie along the assembly pathway of a specific protein–DNA interaction
process. Furthermore, the thermodynamic basins that surround each local minimum of the free
energy surface are associated with distributions of quasi-degenerate conformations that define the
conformational disorder of a given macrostate.

2. EXCITON-COUPLED DIMER PROBE SPECTROSCOPY

Although well-established structural tools such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and
X-ray crystallography provide detailed molecular level information about stable protein–nucleic
acid complexes at relatively high concentrations (13), such methods are not well suited to study
site-specific protein–DNA interactions at the micromolar-to-nanomolar concentrations typical of
protein–DNA complex assembly and function processes. An alternative approach, which can be
applied at physiological concentrations, is to perform optical spectroscopic experiments on DNA
constructs that have been site-specifically labeled with exciton-coupled dimer probes (14–16).

2.1. Site-Specific (Cy3)2 Dimer–Labeled DNA Fork Constructs

Carbocyanine dyes are useful fluorescent markers for labeling biological macromolecules due to
their relatively high absorption cross sections and fluorescence quantum yields (17). For example,
measurements of Förster resonant energy transfer between the carbocyanine dyes Cy3 and Cy5
are often used to monitor structural changes of DNA on the length scale of a few nanometers
(18). Cy3 can be attached at internal positions (iCy3) within the framework of a DNA strand by
phosphoramidite chemistry (17, 19). Such an internal iCy3 label acts as a relatively stiff molecular
bridge between DNA bases and as part of the sugar-phosphate backbone connecting adjacent
nucleotide residues (see Figure 3a).

By annealing two complementary single strands of DNAwith opposite iCy3 labeling positions,
one can form an exciton-coupled (iCy3)2 dimer probe at a predetermined position within a model
DNA duplex (Figure 3b) or DNA fork construct (Figure 3c). An annealed DNA fork construct
contains both dsDNA and ssDNA regions, and the (iCy3)2 dimer probe can be selectively
inserted relative to the ssDNA–dsDNA fork junction (for probe-labeling nomenclature, see
Figure 3d). The spectroscopic properties of the (iCy3)2 dimer depend sensitively on the relative
orientation and spacing between the iCy3 monomers on the length scale of a few angstroms
and thus can be used to determine the local conformations and conformational disorder of the
sugar-phosphate backbones in model DNA constructs (14–16). iCy3 monomer–labeled DNA
constructs can also be prepared by including a thymine (T) base in the complementary strand

(subnanosecond) nonadiabatic processes can occur. Rather, the surface crossing events depicted in Figure 2
represent relatively slow (microseconds and longer) protein–nucleic acid interactions that occur exclusively in
the ground electronic state.
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Labeling chemistry and nomenclature of the (iCy3)2 dimer probes positioned within the sugar-phosphate backbones of model
ssDNA–dsDNA fork constructs. (a) The Lewis structure of the iCy3 chromophore is shown with its 3′ and 5′ linkages to the
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dimer–labeled DNA duplex and (c) DNA fork construct contain the dimer probe at different positions relative to the ssDNA–dsDNA
junction. (d) The insertion site position of the (iCy3)2 dimer probe is indicated relative to the fork junction using positive integers in
the direction toward the double-stranded region and negative integers in the direction toward the single-stranded region. Figure
adapted from References 14–16. Abbreviations: dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; EDTM, electric dipole transition moment; (iCy3)2,
internally labeled exciton-coupled cyanine; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA.
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at the position directly opposite the probe chromophore. The addition of the T base partially
compensates for the misalignment of complementary base pairs introduced by the presence of
the iCy3 monomer within one strand. (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled DNA constructs exhibit relatively
well-ordered, position-dependent local conformations that assume essentially the local confor-
mational properties of the DNA duplex, especially when inserted into fully duplexed regions of
a DNA scaffold such as that of the bacteriophage T4–coded DNA replisome (Figure 1).

2.2. Electronic-Vibrational (Vibronic) Model of the Cy3 Chromophore

The Cy3 chromophore consists of a conjugated trimethine bridge, which cojoins two indole-like
substituents (as shown in Figure 3a). The lowest-energy (π → π∗ ) electronic transition between
the ground and excited electronic states occurs in the visible region of the spectrum (λmax =
548 nm) when themolecule is in its all-trans ground state configuration (20).The transition energy
of Cy3 is much lower than those of the component nucleotide residues of an unlabeled nucleic
acid, and the electronic structure of the internally labeled iCy3 monomer is minimally affected
by the surrounding macromolecular environment (14–16). The linear absorbance spectrum of
free Cy3 in polar solvents, as well as when it is attached internally as iCy3 within a nucleic acid
framework, is relatively insensitive to the local environment of the chromophore and exhibits a
pronounced vibronic progression (Figure 5a). Nevertheless, the vibronic spectrum of the iCy3
monomer plays a central role in determining the absorbance and circular dichroism (CD) spectra
of such exciton-coupled (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled ssDNA–dsDNA constructs, which are sensitive to
the labeling position and local environment of the dimer probe (14–16).

Like many π-conjugated molecules, Cy3 exhibits numerous Franck–Condon active vibrational
modes that range in energy from tens to several hundred wave numbers and that are vibronically
coupled to the lowest-energy electronic transition (21–23). For the Cy3 chromophore in solu-
tion, thermal occupation of low-energy vibrational levels and rapid electronic dephasing lead to
significant broadening of the vibronic fine structure. Furthermore, the single electronic transi-
tion is predominantly coupled to one low-frequency bending mode along the trimethine bridge,
in combination with a cluster of relatively high-frequency modes in the vicinity of ∼1,100 cm−1

(23). The excited vibronic states of the Cy3 monomer in solution can be well approximated using
a relatively simple quantum mechanical Hamiltonian ĤM in which the S0 → S1 transition (with
energy ε0 = ∼18,250 cm−1) is coupled to a single effective vibrational mode (with energy �ωvib =
∼1,100 cm−1, see Figure 4a) (14–16). The vibronic coupling is characterized by a Huang–Rhys
parameter (λ2 = d2ωvib/2� = ∼0.55), which depends on the displacement (d) of the electronically
excited vibrational potential energy surface relative to the ground state surface.The electric dipole
transition moment (EDTM) is assumed to be independent of vibrational motion (the Condon ap-
proximation) and oriented parallel to the Cy3 trimethine bridge (Figure 3a). In the absence of
coupling to higher-lying electronic states, the single effective vibrational mode can be approxi-
mated as harmonic (21, 24). This simple vibronic state model for the iCy3 monomer in solution,
although lacking in structural detail, has proven to be useful for characterizing the absorption
spectrum of iCy3 monomer–labeled DNA duplex and fork constructs in which the probes are
inserted at various positions and over a wide range of temperatures (14–16).

2.3. Holstein–Frenkel Model of (iCy3)2 Dimer–Labeled DNA Constructs

Because the individual monomers within (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled DNA constructs are separated
by atomic scale distances, the monomer EDTMs (labeled µA and µB in Figure 3) can couple
through a resonant electrostatic interaction J (25–27). The Holstein–Frenkel (H-F) Hamiltonian
of the coupled dimer is written ĤA + ĤB + J[|eg〉〈ge| + |ge〉〈eg|], where |eg〉 represents the product
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state in which monomer A is electronically excited and monomer B is unexcited. The electrostatic
coupling gives rise to symmetric (+) and antisymmetric (−) Frenkel excitons with orthogonally
polarized dipole moments µ± = 1√

2
[µA ± µB] and with relative magnitudes that depend sen-

sitively on the local conformation of the (iCy3)2 dimer probe (see Figure 4). Each symmetric
and antisymmetric exciton consists of a manifold of delocalized electronic-vibrationally coupled
states, which are superpositions of electronic-vibrational products of the A and B monomer
states, given by |e(β )± 〉 = ∑

ne ,ng c
(β )
± [une ,ng |eg〉 ± ung,ne |ge〉] (27). The coefficients c(β )± depend on the
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vibrational coordinates of the monomers, where une(g) ,ng(e) = |ne(g)ng(e)〉 is the vibrational product
state, ne(g) is the vibrational quantum number in the electronic excited (ground) state, and
β = (0, 1, . . .) is a state index in order of increasing energy (14–16) (see Figure 4b).

The electrostatic coupling J depends on the dimer conformation and can be modeled in terms
of the Coulomb interaction between the individual monomer transition charge densities. J can be
approximated usingmodels of varying levels of complexity. For example, the point-dipole (PD) ap-
proximation is often invoked to describe coupled molecular dimers, even for interchromophore
separations smaller than the molecular dimension where the approximation is expected to
be inaccurate (28). The PD approximation generally reflects the correct J-dependence on the
monomer EDTM orientations while overestimating its overall magnitude. Improved estimates
of J are obtained using the extended-dipole (ED) model, which accounts for the finite size of the
Cy3 chromophores by approximating the transition charge density as a 1D line segment with
partial charges concentrated at its end points (15, 24, 29). An atomistically detailed model, which
is based on a 3D transition charge (TQ) density, assigns individual Mulliken transition charges to
the atomic coordinates of the Cy3 chromophores (30, 31). In general, the value of J depends on
the interchromophore tilt angle θAB, the twist angle φAB, and the separation RAB (see Figure 4c,d).
When applied to the (iCy3)2 dimer, all three of the above models (PD, ED, and TQ) predict
similar J-dependences on the orientational parameters, θAB and φAB (15).

2.4. Determining the Mean Local Conformations of (iCy3)2 Dimer–Labeled
ssDNA–dsDNA Constructs by Linear Absorbance and Circular Dichroism
Spectroscopy

Figure 5a,b demonstrates experimental room temperature (23°C) absorbance and CD spectra of
iCy3 monomer– and (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled DNA constructs with probes inserted deep within the
duplex region (+15 position), and an (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled DNA construct with probes inserted
near the ssDNA–dsDNA junction (−1 position). As discussed in Section 2.2, the monomer
absorbance spectrum is well approximated using a single effective mode Hamiltonian with
lowest-lying optical transition centered at ε0 = ∼18,250 cm−1 (the 0–0 line with no vibrational
excitation) and sequentially higher-lying optical transitions (e.g., 1–0 and 2–0 with one and
two vibrational excitations, respectively) spaced apart by the vibrational mode energy �ωvib =
∼1,100 cm−1 (Figure 5a). In this model, the peak intensities are given by the square modulus
of the EDTM matrix elements |〈e|〈ne|µ0|0〉|g〉|2 = |μ0|2|〈ne|0〉|2, where μ0 (= ∼12.8 D) is the
magnitude of the iCy3 monomer EDTM, |〈ne|0〉|2 = e−λ2λ2ne/ne! is the Franck–Condon factor,
and λ2 (= ∼0.55) is the Huang–Rhys parameter (14–16). The CD signal is the differential
absorbance between left- and right-handed circular polarized light, which is described by the
Rosenfeld equation (32). Because CD depends on the presence of chiral asymmetry of the
transition dipole moments, the (achiral) iCy3 monomer exhibits an approximately featureless
CD spectrum (Figure 5b). The absorbance and CD spectra of iCy3 monomer–labeled DNA
constructs are largely insensitive to local environmental conditions, including temperature and
insertion-site position relative to the ssDNA–dsDNA junction (14–16).

The vibronic progression seen in the iCy3 monomer–labeled DNA construct is also present
in the absorbance spectra of the (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled duplex and fork DNA constructs. For the
dimer systems, the strength of the electrostatic interaction lies within the so-called intermediate-
coupling regime (33) so that the absorbance spectra of the dimer-labeled DNA constructs have
qualitatively similar shapes to that of the monomer. However, the presence of electrostatic
coupling leads to each of the vibronic features being split and additionally broadened into the
symmetric (+) and antisymmetric (−) exciton subbands (see Figure 4b).
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The intensities of individual optical transitions of the (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled DNA constructs
(labeled by the energy index β) are given by the square modulus of the total EDTM matrix el-
ements |〈0|(µA + µB )|e(β )± 〉|2. As can be seen from the absorbance spectra shown in Figure 5a,
the ratios of the 0–0 to 1–0 vibronic peak intensities for the dimers decrease relative to that of the
monomer (i.e., Idimer0−0 /Idimer1−0 < Imon0−0/I

mon
1−0 = ∼1.60) (14, 27). For an exciton-coupled dimer, the CD

signal of individual optical transitions is proportional to the scalar triple product 〈0|µA|e(β )± 〉 ×
〈e(β )± |µB|0〉 · RAB, where RAB is the vector that joins the centers of monomers A and B (32) (see
Figure 4d). The triple product expression shows that the CD signal is zero for achiral conforma-
tions of the (iCy3)2 dimer. Thus, the strong CD signals observed for the (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled
fork and duplex ssDNA–dsDNA constructs (Figure 5b) indicate the presence of chiral dimer
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conformations at these probe-labeling sites. In both cases the CD spectra exhibit a progression of
bisignate lineshapes (i.e., a change of sign within a given vibronic band), which is a feature of vi-
bronic excitons in a chiral dimer (34).Moreover, the CD spectra of the two (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled
DNA constructs (+15 duplex versus −1 fork) have opposite signs, indicating that the two systems
have opposite chiral symmetries.

As an example of the conformational analysis that is applied to (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled
ssDNA–dsDNA constructs, Figure 5c,d shows the absorbance and CD spectra of the (iCy3)2
dimer–labeled +15 duplex DNA construct measured at 15°C. Overlaid with the experimental
spectra are optimized model fits, which are based on the single effective mode H-F Hamiltonian
using an ED approximation for the electrostatic coupling (15, 16). The symmetric and antisym-
metric exciton components are plotted. The optimized values for the mean structural parameters
are J̄ = 515 cm−1, R̄AB = 4.4 Å, φ̄AB = 80°, and θ̄AB = 10°. These values are consistent with space-
filling models for the local conformation of the (iCy3)2 dimer depicted in Figure 3b, which shows
the two iCy3 monomers positioned closely within the DNA duplex with an approximately copla-
nar and nearly orthogonal relative orientation. This dimer conformation reflects the anticipated
right-handed B-form (Watson–Crick) structure of the opposing segments of the sugar-phosphate
backbones deep within the duplex region of the DNA construct.

In general, the agreement between experiment and theory using the H-F model for (iCy3)2
dimer–labeled ssDNA–dsDNA constructs is very good over a broad range of experimental condi-
tions, including varying temperature and probe-labeling position relative to the ssDNA–dsDNA
junction (14–16). Both simulated absorbance and CD spectra reflect the experimentally observed
effects of intensity-borrowing between the 0–0 and 1–0 subbands [i.e., the diminished oscillator
strength of the lowest-energy (0–0) antisymmetric transition and the enhanced oscillator strength
of the vibrationally excited (1–0) symmetric transition], which is a direct consequence of the elec-
trostatic coupling (22, 24, 27).However, as seen in Figure 5c,d, the theory generally fails to predict
the exact spectral lineshapes, as it tends to overestimate the intensities of the blue-edge shoul-
der of the 0–0 feature and the vibrationally excited 1–0 and 2–0 features. This shortfall is due
most likely to the inaccuracies of the vibronic Hamiltonian used to describe the iCy3 monomer,
which assumes a single effective harmonic mode (23). Nevertheless, the H-F model provides an
adequate description of experimental absorbance and CD spectra of the (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled
ssDNA–dsDNA constructs under systematically adjusted environmental conditions, which can
be interpreted in terms of the mean structural parameters J̄, R̄AB, φ̄AB, and θ̄AB.

2.5. Probing Local Conformational Distributions of (iCy3)2 Dimer–Labeled
ssDNA–dsDNA Constructs by 2D Fluorescence Spectroscopy

In addition to providing the mean local conformation of an (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled DNA construct
in solution, the theoretical lineshape analysis discussed in Section 2.4 accounts for the presence of
conformational heterogeneity within the ensemble. For the fits shown in Figure 5c,d, the homo-
geneous lineshapes of individual spectral features were assumed to be Lorentzian with full width
at half maximum 	H = 160 cm−1 (16). The total spectral lineshapes were simulated by perform-
ing a convolution integral (i.e., a so-called Voigt profile) of the homogeneous spectral features
with an inhomogeneous distribution function (modeled as a normal Gaussian with standard de-
viation σI = 137 cm−1). The width of the inhomogeneous distribution is a direct measure of
conformational heterogeneity (or disorder) of the (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled DNA construct, which
can vary depending on temperature and probe-labeling position. The homogeneous line width
is dominated by pure dephasing, which depends on direct interactions between the electronic
transitions of the (iCy3)2 dimer probes and the phonon bath of their local environments that is
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composed primarily of the sugar-phosphate backbones. As such, the values of both the homo-
geneous and the inhomogeneous line width parameters, 	H and σI , respectively, are sensitive to
opposing aspects of local structure; 	H is proportional to the presence of local order and σI is
proportional to the degree of conformational heterogeneity.

For our structural analyses of (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled ssDNA–dsDNA constructs, the mean
conformational parameters (i.e., J̄, R̄AB, φ̄AB, and θ̄AB) were determined from linear absorbance
and CD spectra, and information about the spectral line width parameters related to confor-
mational heterogeneity was obtained by performing independent nonlinear 2D fluorescence
spectroscopy (2DFS) experiments. 2DFS is a fluorescence-detected Fourier transform (FT) opti-
cal spectroscopy whose underlying principles resemble those of 2D NMR (35, 36) and is closely
related to transmission-detected FT optical spectroscopies in the visible and IR regimes (37–
39). Highly sensitive fluorescence-detected FT spectroscopies, and related action signal–based
FT methods (40–50), have been reviewed in recent years (51, 52). The technical details of the
2DFS instrument used in our cyanine dimer experiments are reported in the source material
(14–16, 42).

In 2DFS, a repeating sequence of four collinear optical pulses is generated using interferomet-
ric methods (Figure 6a). The laser is optically resonant with the symmetric and antisymmetric
excitons of the (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled ssDNA–dsDNA constructs, such that each of the four pulses
can excite a one-photon dipole-allowed transition between ground, singly excited and doubly
excited states. The resulting fluorescence signal is proportional to the nonlinear populations of
molecular excited states. The recorded signals are t21-, t43-dependent oscillatory response func-
tions (the waiting time t32 is set to zero) that depend on the relative pulse phases,ϕ21 and ϕ43, which
are continuously swept at radio frequencies. FT with respect to t21 and t43 yields the frequency-
dependent nonrephasing (NRP) and rephasing (RP) 2D spectra.Example experimental 2D spectra
are shown inFigure 6b for the+15 duplex (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled ssDNA–dsDNA construct taken
at 15°C and under physiological buffer salt conditions (16). The 2D spectra exhibit diagonal peaks
and off-diagonal cross-peaks corresponding to the 0–0 and 1–0 vibronic transitions.

An important feature of the RP and NRP response functions is their distinct dependences on
the values of 	H and σI .When the effects of inhomogeneous broadening are included (16, 47, 53),
the RP response function contains the lineshape factor exp[−	H (t21 + t43)]exp[−σ2

I (t21 − t43)2/2],
which decays exponentially along the collective coordinate (t21 + t43) and as a Gaussian envelope
with inhomogeneous decay constant σ2

I /2 along the relative coordinate (t21 − t43). In contrast, the
NRP response function contains the lineshape factor exp[−	H (t21 + t43)]exp[−σ2

I (t21 + t43)2/2],
which decays along the collective coordinate with rate constants that depend on both 	H and
σI . In our analyses of the 2D spectral lineshapes of iCy3 monomer and (iCy3)2 dimer ssDNA–
dsDNA constructs, we determined 	H and σI by simultaneously fitting experimental RP andNRP
2DFS data to the numerical FTs of the model response functions (16). This approach provides an
accurate description of the 2D spectra without imposing any assumed restrictions on the degree
of inhomogeneity present.

2.6. Position- and Temperature-Dependent Local Conformational Distributions
of (iCy3)2 Dimer–Labeled ssDNA–dsDNA Constructs

We carried out room temperature absorbance, CD, and 2DFS experiments on +2, +1, −1, and
−2 (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled ssDNA–dsDNA constructs in which the position of the dimer probe
was systematically varied across the ssDNA–dsDNA junction (15, 16). The results of these studies
show that the mean electrostatic coupling J̄ undergoes a sign inversion as the (iCy3)2 dimer probe
position is changed from the +1 to the −1 position of the ssDNA–dsDNA construct, indicating
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(a) The 2DFS instrument prepares a train of four collinear optical pulses with relative phases, ϕ21, ϕ43, and time delays, t21, t43. The
ensuing fluorescence is detected as a function of the pulse delays and phases. (b) Real parts of experimental NRP and RP 2D
fluorescence spectra of the +15 duplex (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled ssDNA–dsDNA construct. The optimized values of 	H and σI are shown
in the inset. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 16. Abbreviations: 2DFS, 2D fluorescence spectroscopy; dsDNA,
double-stranded DNA; (iCy3)2, internally labeled exciton-coupled cyanine; NRP, nonrephasing; RP, rephasing; ssDNA,
single-stranded DNA.

that the conformation of the (iCy3)2 dimer probe, and presumably that of the sugar-phosphate
backbones labeled at these sites, changes from right-handed to left-handed. This change of hand-
edness is correlated to a change in the mean twist angle φ̄AB from a value that is less than 90°
(right-handed) to a value that is greater than 90° (left-handed). In addition, the mean tilt angle θ̄AB

undergoes an abrupt increase between the +2 and the +1 positions, followed by a decrease at the
−1 and −2 positions. Thus, local conformations of the sugar-phosphate backbones undergo an
abrupt loss of cylindrical symmetry at the interface between the +2 and the +1 positions, which
is partially recovered at the −1 and −2 positions.

Analyses of 2DFS measurements show how the local conformational heterogeneity of the
(iCy3)2 dimer probe depends on the labeling position (16). These studies reveal that there is a
higher degree of conformational heterogeneity at the +2 position relative to the +15 position.
When the probe-labeling position is changed from +2 to +1, the conformational heterogeneity
increases significantly, suggesting that the distribution of local conformations is further broadened.
However, the conformational heterogeneity at the +1 position is maximal. When the probe-
labeling position is changed to −1, and then again to −2, the conformational heterogeneity
decreases slightly relative to +1.
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Figure 7

Optimized homogeneous and inhomogeneous line width parameters as a function of temperature obtained from 2D fluorescence
spectroscopy lineshape analyses. Experiments were carried out under physiological salt conditions. (a) (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled +15
ssDNA–dsDNA construct, and (b) (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled −1 ssDNA–dsDNA construct. The temperature- and position-dependent
behavior of 	H and σI are shown as light blue– and coral-shaded regions, respectively. The optimized values are presented as points,
and the shaded regions bounded by dashed lines indicate error bars. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 16. Abbreviations:
dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; (iCy3)2, internally labeled exciton-coupled cyanine; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA.

We further examined how conformational heterogeneity of the (iCy3)2 dimer probe depends
on temperature by performing 2DFS experiments on the +15 duplex and −1 fork constructs (16).
Figure 7 shows the results of these studies, which provide a detailed picture of the temperature-
and position-dependent behavior of 	H and σI .

We find that at room temperature and physiological buffer salt conditions, the local conforma-
tion of the (iCy3)2 dimer probes at the +15 position is minimally disordered, such that the probes
interact uniformly with their local environments to maximize the electronic dephasing rate. The
room temperature condition appears to be unique. As the temperature is raised or lowered from
23°C, the local conformational heterogeneity increases abruptly,while themean coupling strength
between electronic transitions of the probe chromophores and the phonon bath decreases. We
thus find that theWatson–Crick (B-form) local conformation of the (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled sugar-
phosphate backbones at sites deep within the duplex region is an optimally stable structure at
23°C, and that the distribution of conformations broadens substantially at temperatures just above
or below room temperature. These findings are consistent with the notions that the room tem-
perature stability of the local B-form conformation results from a nearly equal balance between
opposing thermodynamic forces (entropy-enthalpy compensation) and that small departures from
room temperature (in either the positive or negative directions) alter the free energy landscape
and populate non-B-form conformations. Such a picture is sometimes invoked in DNA breath-
ing and trapping models, in which noncanonical local conformations of the DNA framework are
transiently populated under physiological conditions and function as activated states required for
protein–DNA complex assembly (11, 12, 54, 55).
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For the (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled ssDNA–dsDNA −1 fork construct, in which the mean local
conformation of the sugar-phosphate backbones at room temperature is left-handed and rela-
tively disordered (compared with the +15 position), increasing the temperature above 23°C does
not significantly change the local conformational heterogeneity (Figure 7b). However, like our
observation for the +15 duplex ssDNA–dsDNA construct, decreasing temperature below 23°C
leads to a significant increase of conformational heterogeneity at the −1 position.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The conservation of base sequence integrity within genomic DNA is critical to maintaining well-
regulated gene expression and replication.However, the structure of DNA within the cell must be
dynamic, allowing for thermally induced fluctuations (i.e., DNA breathing) to facilitate produc-
tive interactions, including binding site recognition and the assembly of functional protein–DNA
complexes. For example, at ssDNA–dsDNA fork junctions, transient local conformational fluctu-
ations of the sugar-phosphate backbones are likely transition states for the formation of a stable
helicase–primase (primosome) subassembly during DNA replication, with the existence of mul-
tiple DNA conformers working to facilitate competition between different protein regulatory
factors and replisome proteins (Figure 2).

Our observations for both the fork and the duplex ssDNA–dsDNA constructs suggest, as has
been studied in protein systems, that the concept of cold denaturation (defined as points in the
phase diagram for the folding–unfolding transition of the protein in which changes in temperature
in either direction decrease the stability of the folded form) might be productively applied to
investigate the stability of ssDNA–dsDNA constructs as well (56–59). Future studies of nucleic
acid stability, using the 2DFS approach to investigate conformational disorder at nucleic acid
positions of possible physiological interest, may help to reveal new insights into the underlying
molecular mechanisms of processes central to genome expression.

Figure 8 summarizes the results of our position-dependent studies of the (iCy3)2 dimer–
labeled ssDNA–dsDNA constructs at room temperature (16), which provide a detailed picture
of the mean local conformations and conformational heterogeneity of the sugar-phosphate back-
bones at positions across the ssDNA–dsDNA fork junction. For positive integer positions the
mean local conformation of the sugar-phosphate backbones is right-handed, and for negative
integer positions the mean local conformation is left-handed. Local conformations deep within
the duplex region are cylindrically symmetric and minimally disordered. The disorder increases
significantly for positive positions approaching the ssDNA–dsDNA fork junction. At the +1 po-
sition, there is an abrupt loss of cylindrical symmetry, which coincides with an additional increase
in conformational disorder. The left-handed conformations at the −1 and −2 positions exhibit
somewhat smaller mean tilt angles and decreasing conformational disorder, suggesting that the
peak perturbation to secondary structure within the ssDNA–dsDNA fork junction occurs at the
+1 position.

Our 2DFS experiments provide additional information about the standard deviations of the
distributions of conformational coordinates (16). It is perhaps surprising that our results indicate
that the distributions of conformational parameters at positions traversing the ssDNA–dsDNA
fork junction are narrow, suggesting that regions of the junction extending toward and into the
single-stranded segments of the overall junction are relatively well ordered. A possible explana-
tion is that the sugar-phosphate backbones can adopt only a small number of local conformations
whose relative stabilities depend on their positions within the junction. This concept is illus-
trated in Figure 8b using hypothetical free energy surfaces, each of which depicts four possible
local conformations of the sugar-phosphate backbones, with the right-handed Watson–Crick
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(a) Schematic of the position-dependent changes in mean local conformations of the (iCy3)2 dimer–labeled ssDNA–dsDNA construct.
(b) Hypothetical free energy landscape specific to the probe-labeling position. Individual surfaces are vertically offset for clarity. Figure
adapted with permission from Reference 16. Abbreviations: dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; (iCy3)2, internally labeled exciton-coupled
cyanine; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA.

(B-form) conformation being the most favored at positive integer positions. In this picture the
free energy differences between theWatson–Crick ground state and the other (noncanonical) local
conformations are sufficiently high to ensure that the Boltzmann-weighted distributions of avail-
able macrostates are dominated by the Watson–Crick structure. At the same time, the moderate
free energies of activation allow for infrequent transitions between noncanonical local structures,
which are present in trace amounts. As the probe-labeling position is moved across the ssDNA–
dsDNA junction toward the single-stranded regions, the free energy surfaces exhibit local minima
with approximately the same coordinate values but with the most favored (ground state) confor-
mation shifted to reflect the left-handed structures observed in our experiments (15, 16). Studies
currently underway in our laboratories are designed to show how the free energy surfaces corre-
sponding to critical positions within the DNA framework of the T4 replisome (Figure 1b) are
shifted relative to one another and are modulated in the presence of proteins that operate at these
sites in regulating the function of the entire complex (Figure 1a).

4. OUTLOOK

In this review, we have focused on the application of ensemble spectroscopic measurements
(i.e., absorbance, CD, and 2DFS) to study the local conformations and conformational hetero-
geneity of ssDNA–dsDNA fork junctions viewed primarily through the lens of exciton-coupled
(iCy3)2 dimer probe labels of the sugar-phosphate backbones. These methods provide detailed
molecular level information about the average local conformations and conformational distribu-
tions associated with the stable macrostates that exist for a given protein–DNA complex. The
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systems described in the current review can be further studied using single-molecule fluorescence
measurements (12, 54, 60, 61) to directly probe the conformational fluctuations of the sugar-
phosphate backbones of ssDNA–dsDNA constructs over timescales ranging from microseconds
to hundreds of milliseconds. In principle, such single-molecule kinetic experiments can provide
detailed mechanistic information about the rates of interconversion between stable macrostates,
the identities and roles of metastable reactive intermediates, and the connected pathways of
protein–DNA complex assembly processes. Additional information about the local conformations
and conformational disorder of the DNA bases can be obtained spectroscopically using DNA
constructs in which one or more bases has been site-specifically substituted with a fluorescent
base analogue (62–65). The relatively unfavorable spectroscopic properties of fluorescent base-
analogue-substituted DNA constructs (e.g., low-fluorescence quantum yields, low-absorption
cross sections, inefficient photodetection at near-UV wavelengths) have been an obstacle for car-
rying out studies similar to those discussed in this review for cyanine probes. Nevertheless, recent
developments in phase-sensitive photon-counting detection (50) and low-flux two-photon FT
interferometry (49, 66–69) suggest that a new chapter in quantitative spectroscopic analysis of
UV-absorbing molecular probes is currently on the horizon.
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